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Qualifying Exam, April 2A09
Real Analysis I

CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM
5 problems. You must clearly indicate which 4 are

graded.
to be

a1d tAilf ir u sequencq of diljoint.p*

oo

(En (up rA,)) : t p. (E ) A). '

j:l

-rneasurable sets,. then for any'

Problem 2 (Llpoints.)
Let C c [0, 1] b. the Cantor set. Defin e f : IR R by

f(*\: {: irrl"t t0 ifr€
(a) Is / Lebesgue measurable on IR? Justify your answer.

(b) Is / Riemann integrable on [0, lJ? Is / Lebesgue integ

Problem 3 (25 points.)

Compute the following limit
gir e .)y'

(Hint: Use the properties of the function

dr

C;
C.

rable on [0, 1]? Justify your answer.

and justify the calculations.

fn
i* J, nsin (:)

Problem 4 (25 points.)
Let {f^) be a sequence of real-valued functions on iR. Let m be the Lebesgue measure. Show that if

fn - / in ,Ll(R, rn), then fn ---+ / in measure. Is the converse true? Justify your answer.

Problem 5 (25 points.)
Let f and g be real-valued absolutely continuous functions on [4, bl, a < b.

(a) Show that the product /g is also absolutely continuous on [a, b]. (Hint: first show that / and g are

bounded.)'
(b) Show nat filf' (r)g(") + f (r) s' (r)ld" : f (b) g(b) - f (a)s(a) -
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Real Analysis II

THIS IS A CLOSED BOOK, CLOSED NOTES EXAM

LetX abdYbevectorspaces. LetT'. X ---+Ybealinearoperatorand dimX: dimY r=n < oo.

Show that R(") : Y iff 7-r exists. Herq R denotes the range of ?.

Problem 2 (25 points.)
Let C[0, fj A";"" ,fr.hor*"d spabe oi all contintious real-valued functiens on.[0, 1], 1vifli the norm

defirred Ui ll"ll - rrrox,61s.tl lr(s)1. On C[0,lJ, define an operator T by'Tr: r(s)gs(s), where grs €
Cl\ 1] is hxed. Show.that ? is a bounded linear operator and find its norm ll7ll.

Problem 3 (25 points.)
Let H be a Hilbert space.

(a) Prove that if rn + r and An + y, then I rntUn )---+1 r,A ).
(b) Let M c H, M * A. Prove that ML c (spanM)r.

Problem 4 (25 points.)
(a) Let X be a normed space and let ro * 0 be any element of X. Use the Hahn-Banach Theorem

for normed spaces to show that there exists a bounded linear functional I on X such that ll/ll : t anA

l@o): llroll-
(b) If X in (a) is a Hilbert space, find / in this case.



Ordinary Differential Equations
Qualifying Exam

April, 2009

1. Prove that if J eC(D) and if / satisfies a Lipshitz condition in D with Lipschitz constaur
L,thenthe.initialvalueproblem r':f(t,r) and r(r):(,with (r,()eD has.atrnost
one solution on any interval lt - rl < d, Note: D is an open, connectecl, nonempty
subset of R2 and (t, r) e D.

2. I'rove that if o(t) is a funclamental set of
cient, A(t) - A(t+f), then O(t+f) is also
Frurthermore exist a non-singular perioctic
rnatrix R such that O(t) = P(t)etn;: '

3. Suppose that for a continuous function f (t)

x

solutions of x,' - A(t)r with periodic coefn-
a fundamental set of solutions of rsl r- A(t)r.
mg,trix f G), with period T .and q.ganstant

we axe given that'the equation

\
lr+ f(t)/

-3
-4

4.

has at least one solution /r(t) which satisfies

sup{l$(t)l;r 1t < m} < oo.

Show that all the solutions of above ODE satisfy this boundedness condition.

Fbr wha,t values of a
bv

L,e_ fite+
self-adjoint?

and b, with 0 ( a ( b I r, is the differential operator .L defined

sin il+l + (cos t)a, ?) (o,)' dt'



ABSTRACT ATGEBRA
(DR. Mieczyslaw K. Dabkowski)

Qualifying Exam
April 8, 2009

Nam

Instructions. Please solue any fiue problems from the list of the following problems (show all gour work).

1. Prove that if 12 : I for all r e G then G is abelian.

2. Prow-e. that- if lGl : pS for some primes p and q.(not necessarily distinct) then either G is abelian or
z(G): {1}.

3. Prove that if lGl : l3Z then'G is not simple

4.'Let.G be a group given by the following preseritation

f (") is irreducible.

6. Recall, an element x e R is called nilpotent 7f r* :0 for some rn € Za. Suppose that r be an element
of the commutative ring ,R with unity.

(a) Prove that c is either zero or a zero divisor.

(b) Prove that rr is nilpotent for all r € R.

(c) Prove that 1 * r is a unit in R.



COMPLEX ANALYSIS . APRIL 2OO9

QUALIFYING EXAMINATION

TOBIAS HAGGE

Show work and justifications clearly.
Br(t) denotes the' open ball of radius r centered fl,t z. ..



COMPLEX ANALYSIS . APRIL 2OO9 QUALIFYING EXAMINATION

(1) Prove that the ratio test works, i.e. if limn--ilfff, : R then LToanz"
has radius of convergence R.



COMPLEX ANALYSIS - APRIL 2OO9 QUALIFYING EXAMINATION 3

(2) Let / be analytic on a region Q, with /(C,) c Br(1). Prove that I, W :
0 for all closed curves'y c O.



(3)

COMPLEX ANALYSIS - APRIL 2OO9

State and prove Liouville's theorem.

QUALIFYING EXAMINATION



COMPLEX ANALYSIS - APRIL 2OO9 QUALIFYING EXAMINATION 5

(4) Compute limx-* I:r* using complex methods. Does [ $ exist?



CoMPLEX ANALYSTS - APRrL 200e QUALTFYTNG EXAMTNATION 6

(5) Prove the following generalization of Schwarz' lemma, assuming the original
lemma, which is the n : I case. Let f : Br (0) * B1(0) be analytic.
If /(-)(0) : 0 for ilI rn < n, then 11t"1(0)l ( n!, and ffi < t If
11t")(0)l : nl or W :1 for some z € f,1(0)\{0}, then /(zj : czn. Hint;
induct and use Schwarz'lemma.



Sfu.le^/r', ctt"Ji u \0?

MATH 6319 CHOICE EXAMINATION

QUALIFYING EXAMINATIONS SPRING
2009

APRIL 1oth, 2OO9 CLOSED BOOK
To be completed between 9am and Noon

V. Ramakrishna

o I Derive the Fourier transfotm of a Gaussian, by obtaining a
differential equation for it (No credit for any other method).
/a \

[6 pointsj

il) Let G a be the automorphism group of a non-degenerate

bilinear form. Let A € Ga. Show that the eigenvalues of A
arise in reciprocal pairs.

(B points)

III Let A - DT:t o,;u,;al be the singular value decomposition of

A.

- i) What are the ol
- ii) The ui ore orthonormal eigenvectors of a matrix related

to A? Which matrix is that and what are the corresponding

eigenvalues?

- iii) Same Q as ii) , but this time for the u;.

- i r) Suppose you have already found the u6. How can the uibe
then found without having to solve an eigenvalue problem?

Verify your claim.

(1 +1+1*6-gpoints)



Sh^ol.et+ts clu r(L- \ D1

Numef,ical Ahalys i$ Quatifvin$ biam
(2009; by J. Thri)

i) Show that if U is a finite-dimensional subspace of a normed space X, then
for every element in X there exists a best approximation with respect to U.

2) Discuss the application of projection methods for the solution two-point
boundary value problerqs.

3) Show that if A is a diagonaliy dominant matrix, th.ri Uotf, the Jacobi
method and the Gauss-Seidel- method converge.

4) State and prove'a'result for the corivergence of the Newton method for
'the solution of Systems .of-'rionliirear equations.

:.

5) Analyze the convergence of a semi-discrete finite difierence scheme when
'applied to the heat equation.


